BULVAR *** HOTEL PARKING REGULATIONS
1. In BULVAR *** Hotel obligue regulations from 20th June 1997 - PolishTraffic Law and there
is one-way traffic.
2. There is a speed limit 5km/h in whole parking area.
3. The Parking is payable, equipped with CCTV.
4. The Parking is open whole week for 24 hours.
5. The Parking is for cars to 3,5 tones gross vehicle weight only.
6. When there is no empty parking space, Hotel can refuse accepting car to the parking.
7. Entrance to parking area is possible only with parking ticket issued by parking entrance
machine.
8. Parking user accepting this rules by issuing a parking ticket.
9. Parking user is entitled to use one empty parking space, which is not reserved.
10. Vehicle left in the Parking area should have engine and lights disabled, doors, windows,
trunk or even roof have to be safely closed. Any guard devices the car is equiped with should
be enabled.
11. Parking user can leave documents, valuabel belongings in the car on his own risk.
12. Parking operator is responsible for real detriment except potential profits which is effect
of incident, which is point of parking user complaint. This circumscription is not valid when
the detriment is effect of advisable incident made by parking operator and their employees.
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13. Parking operator is not responsible for lost or damage vehicle or belongings left in vehicle
when:
a) parking user took part in incident which cause detriment, specially when the
parking user faild in safety procedures mention in point 2 and/or point 7 this
regulations
b) detriment was caused by natural disaster or force majeure i.e. : strike, war, riot,
epidemic, earth quake, fire and flood.
14. Parking is payable, prices are defined in price list below.
15. Parking user need to pay for parking in the Hotel reception, before leaving parking.
16. The payment is calculated under information printed on the parking ticket, including date
and time of entrance.
17. Exit is open for 15 minutes after payment, and parking user is obligated to leave the
parking during this time.
18. To leave the Parking, scan of the parking ticket is required.
19. For long stays,over 2 days, parking user need to register parking ticket in the reception,
and keep the ticked until day of check out.
20. There is a fee for lost ticket or entrance without the ticket.
PARKING PRICE LIST
LONG STAY
SHORT STAY
LOST TICKET

25 PLN / Day
10 PLN / Hour
50 PLN

All prices inc. 23% VAT
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